RESULTS FROM THE MARU/REPORTS
COVID-19 FEEL, BEHAVE, THINK TRACKER

REPORTS

GETTING BACK OUT,
OPENING BACK UP
WHEN WILL YOU BE COMFORTABLE…?
Getting together with
friends or family
Going to a public park
with others
Going to work at an office
Getting your hair cut
(salon, barber)
Going to the mall
Staying at a hotel
Eating at a sit-down
restaurant
Taking public transit
Going to the movies
Going to business
conferences
Organized sports for kids
(e.g. soccer, baseball)
Going to the gym
Flying on an airplane
Sending kids to school
Going on a vacation
Going to live events
(sports, concerts)
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We asked Americans when they will feel comfortable re-engaging with different parts of society. Americans indicated they are becoming more
comfortable with activities like getting together with friends or family, going to a park, going to work, and getting a haircut. There is far less comfort
with the idea of going to events with large numbers of people before a vaccine is available, live events such as sports or concerts, air travel,
attending organizes sports for kids, and business conferences.
However we also know these decisions could be impulsive and emotional, so we also employed Maru/Matchbox Implicit Association Testing
(IAT) to get a better sense for areas where people may be more willing to take ‘risks’, and also areas where Americans may be more likely to take
steps like wearing masks or gloves.
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RISK VS. REWARD
LOWER EXCITEMENT
HIGH WORRY

HIGH EXCITEMENT
HIGH WORRY

Concert or Live Show
Movie Theater
Attend
Vacation (air & hotel)
Live
Send Kids to School
Sports
Gym
Shopping for Clothing
Vacation
(no air or
hotel)

Sit-Down Restaurant
Hair and Beauty
Shopping (general/mall)

Coffee Shop/Fast Food

Get Out and About

LOWER EXCITEMENT
LOWER WORRY
-

HIGH EXCITEMENT
LOWER WORRY
EXCITED TO GET BACK TO DOING ACTIVITIES

HIGH EXCITEMENT LOWER WORRY
Eager to get back to these
activities, perhaps without safety
measures
LOW EXCITEMENT HIGH WORRY
Needs to be very strong safety
measures in place before most
would consider

Shopping at Home/DIY Store
Public Parks

HIGH EXCITEMENT HIGH WORRY
Willing to take meaningful steps to
protect themselves in order to get
back to activities sooner
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LOW EXCITEMENT LOWER WORRY
While most will be in no rush, they
won’t avoid these activities

WHAT WOULD MAKE YOU COMFORTABLE?
89%

Shopping
carts
sanitized

88%

Frequent
deep
cleaning

87%

87%

86%

86%

84%

Wiping Staff have Providing Ensuring Limited #
payment
been
hand
social
of people
terminals tested and sanitizer distancing in space
cleared

What would make you more comfortable re-engaging
in various activities in society?
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81%

78%

78%

78%

76%

69%

Staff
Dedicated Curbside Screens Restaurant Customers Booking
wearing
time for
pickup/
between
tables
wear
your
masks & vulnerable delivery staff and spread out masks
shopping
gloves
people
customers
time

65%

One-way
aisles in
stores

59%

Going
‘cashless’

Results are taken from Maru’s ongoing, near-daily tracker of key elements related to how consumers FEEL, BEHAVE, and
THINK during the COVID-19 pandemic. For more information, please go to www.marureports.com/coronavirus, contact
kyle.davies@marumatchbox.com, or reach out to your Maru representative.

This Maru/Reports initiative is brought to you in partnership by Maru/Matchbox and Maru/Blue.

